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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 

CLASS XI 

        Commercial advertisement 

 

Definition: “the action of calling something to the attention of the public especially by paid 

announcement to call public attention by emplacing describable qualities as to arouse a desire to 

buy or patronize (promote)”. 

 

Advertising 
·         Advertising is a mass- medicated form of communication. 

·         Promotes an item, product or person 

·         Attempts to persuade the audience it is targeted for. 

·         Advertising takes away your choice it wants you to buy their products and not others. 
 

 
 

                                              
 

Print advertising - is advertising in newspapers, magazines, catalogs, or mailers. Usually, print 

ads use some of different mixtures photographs, illustrations, and copy.  

Outdoor- Any advertising done outdoors that publishes the business's products and services. 

Types of outdoor advertising include billboards, bus benches, interiors and exteriors of buses, 

taxis and business vehicles, and signage posted outside of the business’s own headquarters.  

Broadcast advertising - is by streaming, radio, TV and by using the internet. Normally the 

number one broadcast advertising is advertising on the television.  

Covert- Also known as guerrilla advertising is when a product or brand is embedded in 

entertainment and media. For example, in a film, the main character can use an item or other of a 

definite brand, as in the movie Minority Report, where Tom Cruise's character John Anderton 

owns a phone with the Nokia logo. Surrogate advertising- is when an advertisement has the 

logo or brand of another company advertised within it. An example would be a product that 

shows in the commercial retailer outlets that offer their product in stores. 

Celebrity-Companies use famous people to advertise their product such as, celebrity or athlete. 

By doing so people will recognise the product and buy it for example television adverts, posters, 

newspapers, but most commonly magazines.  

Viral -The buzzwords viral marketing and viral advertising refer to marketing techniques that 

use pre-existing social networks to produce increases in brand awareness or to achieve other 

marketing objectives (such as product sales) through self-replicating viral processes, analogous to 
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the spread of pathological and computer viruses. Viral promotions may take the form of video 

clips, interactive Flash games, advert games, eBooks, brand able software, images, or even text 

messages.  

 

Main characteristics: 

 

 Designed for commercial purpose 

 More space, more expensive in terms of the advertising cost. 

 Visually attractive with catchy slogans/ with expression and pictures or sketches 

 Varying font size or shape 

 Language; colourful and lucid.. 

 Proportionate spacing with appealing overall arrangement 

 

Essential details: 

 

 Name of the company/ institute/organizers etc. 

 Detail regarding products/event/ educational course etc. 

 Special offer or discount if any 

 Address of the company/ institute/ organizer etc. 
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Practice Questions: 

1. On behalf of M/s Excellence Tutorials, draft an advertisement in about 50 words, to be 

published in a newspaper  attracting students of classes XI and XII who intend to become 

professionals. Offer free prospectus to the interested students.  
 

2. Your brother has recently opened a restaurant serving Italian food.. It has a warm ambiance 

and serves authentic Italian dishes. Draft an advertisement with necessary details. 


